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Abstract. Frequent Asked Questions(FAQ) answering in restricted
domain has attracted increasing attentions in various areas. FAQ is a task
to automated response user’s typical questions within specific domain.
Most researches use NLP parser to analyze user’s intention and employ
ontology to enrich the domain knowledge. However, syntax analysis per-
forms poorly on the short and informal FAQ questions, and external
ontology knowledge bases in specific domains are usually unavailable
and expensive to manually construct. In our research, we propose a semi-
automatic domain-restricted FAQ answering framework SDFA, without
relying on any external resources. SDFA detects the targets of ques-
tions to assist both the fast domain knowledge learning and the answer
retrieval. The proposed framework has been successfully applied in real
project on bank domain. Extensive experiments on two large datasets
demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of the approaches.
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1 Introduction

With the blossom of web-based services, some companies and organizations
post online Frequent Asked Questions(FAQ) pages(a list of typical questions
and resolved answers pairs), to provide consumers with timely information to
common concerns. However, the proliferation of questions tends to overwhelm
the user in skimming. Therefore, building a domain-restricted automated FAQ
answering framework is in urgent need.

FAQ, a list of typical questions and experts’ answers, offers users an online
resource to respond to common concerns. The inclusion of FAQ pages enhances
consumers’ experience and increases potential purchases [14,16,15]. Take the the
scenario in a bank FAQ page for example: a novice customer inquires “Is it free
to use mobile bank?” then the FAQ page match
a common question called “Does the 95959 mobile-bank charge?”(“95959

?”) and returns the responding answer to the user. Obviously, the
more timely and precise the FAQ answering service responds, the more possible
the user choose this company’s the products.
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However, it is not an easy task. Questions asked by users are usually short,
informal and expressed in different words to refer to the same concept. Most
researches use syntax and ontology information to analyze questions. However,
those questions are usually too short and informal to be well parsed, and ontology
resources are usually unavailable and costly to construct. As a subclass prob-
lem of Question Answering, FAQ answering in restricted domain often exhibits
different challenges compared to traditional question answering in open domain:

Question Understanding. To understand the questions, most researches like
[2,25] use syntactic parsing via some language-specific parsers. However, the
performance of the whole system is limited by the precision of the parser. First,
the parser relies on a specific language, which implies a difficulty to extend
to other languages. Second, expressed in spoken language in most cases, the
questions from users couldn’t be parsed well via existing parser tools. Third,
those questions are quite short to contain complete syntactic elements. Previous
studies show that users’ questions are usually limited in length [5,7]. In our
corpora, the average question lengths are about 20 and 10 Chinese characters
respectively (as showing in Fig. 2). Thus, question analysis methods that heavily
rely on syntax may not be appropriate in here.

Vocabulary Gap. Due to diverse background knowledge, users don’t share
the same vocabulary with each other as well as the experts. For example, the
user’s question “Since my friend is abroad, can I call the bank to send money to
him actually refers to the
formal question in FAQ “Does the telephone banking’s transfer support foreign
currency?” . Considerable methods focus on
employing an ontology to represent the questions and answers [27,23,2]. Through
domain ontology, semantic distance is calculated between words of user’s ques-
tion and FAQ. However, the domain-specific ontology may be unavailable, and
is difficult to construct and reuse. Therefore, how to bridge the gap without
external resources remains a challenge.

Despite of the above challenges, once a practical FAQ answering framework
is successfully formed, its impact for commerce is tremendous. Based on these
observations, we propose the semi-automated domain-restricted FAQ answering
framework(SDFA) that addresses all above challenges: SDFA collects users’ ques-
tions from the system log to expand question in FAQ; proposes the target-word
concept to understand question; fast learn a lightweight knowledge structure
from the FAQ source itself to further bridge the vocabulary gap; all the gradu-
ally obtained information and knowledge are carefully designed as evidence to
the final answer retrieval. The contributions of our work can be summarized as
follows:

– We propose a novel semi-automatic framework SDFA to tackle the restricted
domain FAQ answering issue.

– We design a semi-automatic pipeline to learn domain knowledge by clustering
the FAQ, instead of from extra resources.
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– Our framework has been successfully applied in real project on bank domain.
Extensive experiments on two large datasets demonstrate the effectiveness
and efficiency of the approaches.

2 Problem Definition

In this section, we first formalize the FAQ answering problem, and then demon-
strate our proposed techniques.

2.1 Problem Definition

We present required definitions and formulate the problem of FAQ answering in
restricted domain. Without loss of generality, we assume the domain FAQ corpus
S has been well collected as a input, along with another input, user’s question
q. Our goal is to return the best matched answer in FAQ for a user’s query.

Definition 1 QA Pair. QA Pair pi =< Qi, Ai > is a pair of a typical question
Qi and its responding answer Ai. FAQ corpus S is a set of QA Pair, i.e., S =
{pi|i = 1, 2.., n}.

Both the query and question in FAQ are one interrogative sentence in a
list of words. From observation, some words are informative enough to stand
for the whole question, while some words are less important, even noising. To
detect question’s intention, we distinguish those words by define a concept called
target-word:

Definition 2 Target-word. We define the target-word wt as a word which can
stand for the main meanings of the question, i.e., user’s intention. There are usu-
ally more than one target-word in a question. We represent a question Qi =
{w1, w2, ..wm} in a ranked list of target-wordsQt

i = {wt
1, w

t
2, .., w

t
k}, where k ≤ m.

Cases of target-words are showing in early example: “mobile bank”
( ) and “free”(“ ”) are actually the intentions of the user and
should be treated as two target-words of the query. With a further analysis on
the relations between words, two kinds of target-word can be summarized: one is
actually service’s name, and the other is the service’s property. We define them
as the domain knowledge.

Definition 3 Domain Knowledge. We define a domain knowledge struc-
ture embedded in the questions: service category and its properties, as <
C,P1, P2, ..Pc >. A question can be categorized by this two-layer labels. Domain
knowledge K = {< Ci, Pi1, Pi2, ..Pic > |i = 1, 2, ...d} is defined for FAQ corpus
S, where d means the number of services included in S.
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The domain knowledge in early example of user’s question in bank domain
is the service name “mobile-bank” , and its properties “charge”

. Ultimately, the goal of our task is to find a QA Pair whose question is
similar to the query, and return the responding answer in that QA Pair to the
user. In terms of similarity, it means they are both questions about the same
category’s same properties, and share similar question’s ranked target-word list.
Based on these definitions, we define the task of utilizing domain knowledge in
FAQ to answer user’s query as follow:

Problem 1 Data-driven FAQ Answering. Given a FAQ corpus S = {<
Qi, Ai > |i = 1, 2.., n} and a user’s query q, the goal is to firstly detect the
target-word and learn the domain knowledge K from S, and finally find a list of
QA Pair p ∈ S for q, ranked by a function Score(q, p) which measures the simi-
larity between p and q based on the target-words and domain knowledge obtained
previously.

3 Framework

To tackle the problem described above, we propose a semi-automatic FAQ
answering framework SDFA. Fig.1 shows the proposed framework which consists
of a series of offline preparation on FAQ and online operations on user’s query.
Besides a common preprocess module, the offline mainly consists of target-word
detection and domain knowledge learning, and the online mainly consists of the
question analyzing and answer retrieval, which utilize the offline outputs like
target-word model and domain knowledge. Additionally, after the final answer
returning to user, if the user is satisfied with the final answer, then his/her query
will be added to the FAQ corpus, as extension of the corresponding question.

The preprocessing are completed by traditional NLP techniques. Thus target-
word detection, domain knowledge learning and answer retrieval are three major
modules, and we’ll present the details in the following section.

3.1 Target-Word Detection

In this section we model the target-word to detect user’s intention. What kind of
word should be recognized as target-word? Naturally, we should firstly exclude
all obvious non-informative words by text preprocessing, including the removal
of polite words, 1 length Chinese words and some personal pronouns. Ruling out
these must-not-be word, we get the candidates of target-words.

Given a word, according to the structural and linguistic characteristics of
questions, both lexical and semantic features are used to pick up the the target-
word, including (1)the word itself, (2)word location in the question, (3)word
length, (4)term frequency in the retrieval corpus, (5)POS tag of the word itself,
(6)POS tag of the word ahead and (7)POS tag of the word after.

We use Logistic Regression [6] to assess the probability of each word to
be a target-word in the question. In logistic function, the probability of a word
w to be target-word is defined as follow:
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Fig. 1. An overall architecture for SDFA.

P (Y = 1|X = xw) =
1

1 + e−(αxw+β)
(1)

where xw is the feature vector describing attributes of word w; α are weights
of the attributes and β is a bias, both of which are learned by maximizing the
objective function O:

O(α, β) =
∏

w∈W

P (Y = 1|X = xw)ywP (Y = 0|X = xw)1−yw (2)

where yw is the label of w in the training set.
Through the target identification module, we rank the words in question

according to their target-word probability, highlighting the informative points
of the question.

3.2 Domain Knowledge Learning

Domain Knowledge is crucial to Restricted Domain Question Answering(RDQA).
Recent researches use ontology in domain to calculate semantic distance between
words when matching query to FAQ. However, external ontology knowledge bases
in specific domains are usually unavailable. Additionally, manually building a
domain knowledge base is laboriously expensive and highly subjective.
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Meanwhile, through observation on FAQ’s target-words obtained from the
target-detection module, the FAQ corpus itself actually carries abundant domain
knowledge about the services: service’s name and service’s properties. As we
define before, they are domain knowledge K = {< Ci, Pi1, Pi2, ..Pic > |i =
1, 2, ...d} in FAQ corpus S. Therefore, we propose a semi-automatic and data-
driven approach to learn the domain knowledge K by two steps: (1) FAQ clus-
tering, and (2) Terminology Extraction.

FAQ Clustering. We partition the FAQ corpus by clustering questions in FAQ,
to obtain the whole Ci categories. We represent questions as TF-IDF vectors and
employ an incremental DBSCAN algorithm for clustering. Specially, we select
Cosine Distance as distance metrics for DBSCAN; we run DBSCAN in a few
cycles to re-clustering questions in bad clusters and un-clustered questions left
by DBSCAN, which we define as the remaining question set of each loop; a
maximum number L of the loop and a minimum size R of each loop’s remaining
questions are set to control the clustering circulation.

Terminology Extraction. By last step, we get k clusters of FAQ questions
partitioned by the domain services. This step is to label the C and P for each
cluster from the candidate pool of ranked target-words list of the cluster: firstly,
the C of a cluster is selected from the top-1 target-words from all questions in
the cluster ranked by frequency then, the properties P are selected from remain
target-words; execute above operations for each cluster, and finally the domain
knowledge K is constructed. The domain knowledge learned can be treated as
a two-layer terminologies structure of services scattered in FAQ, as showing in
Table 1. Each entry in the domain knowledge responds to a specific service,
consisting of a category name C and its properties Pi.

Table 1. A snippet domain knowledge of banking

Indexed by the learned domain knowledge, each question in FAQ is off-line
labeled with a set of C and P IDs if it contains the corresponding terms in K,
an equally categorization process. The input query is on-line categorized in the
same way.
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3.3 Retrieval Model

Given a question, the main goal of the retrieval model is to find the most rel-
evant QA Pair in FAQ and output the answer as the final answer. Based on
the target and category information obtained previously, the probability of rel-
evance between the query and each candidate QA Pair is calculated through a
target-word based BM25 algorithm. Thus, we can rank the QA Pairs in the prob-
ability of relevance, and then strategically return matched answer according to
the query’s categories. For example, if a query contains only one category label,
we will return the top1 answer to the user; if a query contains multiple category
labels, we will return the top3 or top5 answers depending on the circumstances.

The retrieval model includes two steps: (1) categorize user’s query based on
domain knowledge, and (2) find the related QA Pair by the advanced BM25
algorithm.

Candidate Documents. Clearly, the relevant documents should have the same
categories and properties. For example, the question “How to log off personal
mobile bank?” will be classified to “Mobile Bank”
concept with “Log off” action, which should be retrieved under FAQs whose
concept and action label are the same. Therefore, only a subset of the whole
collection that shares the common category and property with the question is
worth retrieving, which we called candidate documents.

Target-word Based BM25. BM25 [17] is a probabilistic relevance framework
and has been widely used in text-retrieval area. It considers each term of the
question as an independent unit, and the final probability of relevance between
the document and the question is proved to be proportional to the weighted sum
of all the terms. The weight of term is computed in traditional BM25 as follows.

wi(tf) = wi(idf) ∗ tf

tf +K
(3)

In Eq.3, wi(idf) = logN−ni+0.5
ni+0.5 is a close approximation to the classical idf ,

where N is the size of the whole collection of the documents and ni is the
number of documents containing term ti. For K in Eq.3,

K = k1 ∗ (1− b+ b ∗ dl

avdl
) (4)

dl is the document length and avdl is the average length of all the documents.
Note that b is used to control the document length normalization, and k1 is
to smooth the special term frequency. Particularly, for high K, increments in
tf contribute significantly to the relevance, whereas for low K, the additional
contribution of another occurrence of the word decreases rapidly.

As the term weight, TF-IDF provides a statistical perspective; however, tar-
get words indicate the semantic importance. To model this feature, we define
the final probability of relevance as follows:

P (rel|q, p) ∝
∑

q,tf

λi ∗ wi(tf) (5)
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where

λi =

{
η tfi > 0, i ∈ q
−γ tfi > 0, i /∈ q (6)

indicates the degree of being the target of the question. To be specific, if the
term is a target word of the question, it will be rewarded; otherwise, when the
term that only occurs in the QA pair is also a target word, it will be punished.
To differentiate the importance of standard question and extended question, we
use t̂f = τ ∗ tf instead of the normal term frequency, where τ = 2, 1, 2 denotes
standard question, extended question and standard answer respectively.

4 Experiments

4.1 Data Preparation

In the experiment, we take bank as the restricted domain. Since there is no
benchmark dataset for bank domain, we construct two datasets from two dif-
ferent banks. Each dataset contains both the standard FAQ and the extended
questions in spoken language, collected from the corresponding bank’s consult
log. In this way, each standard question in FAQ is corresponding to a couple of
extended questions (after the system is running, the user’s query can be added to
the extended question and automatically accumulate). Both the datasets come
from the needs of real projects in life. The total statistics of two datasets are
showing in Table 2 and the distributions of question’s length in these two FAQ
set are showing in Fig.2.

Table 2. Statistics on Datasets.

#QA Pairs #Extended Questions #Test Set #Target-word Train Set

Bank1 48,495 127,026 4,336 2,272
Bank2 2,399 42,404 5,536 500

Fig. 2. The Distribution of Question’s Length.
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4.2 Evaluation Measures

Given a test question, our proposed methods return a list of QA Pair ranked in
descending order of probability of relevance. Generally, we extract the answer
from the top QA Pair as the expected answer. As such, we are typically interested
in the Precision@1, which measures the percentage of the results whose top-1
answer is correct. Similarly, the Precision@5 measures the percentage of the
results where the correct answer showing among top-5. Additionally, for those
not hitting the top, we calculate the Mean Reciprocal Rank(MRR), the multi-
plicative inverse of the rank of the first correct answer: MRR = 1

|Q|
∑|Q|

i=1
1

ranki
.

Consider rank position ranki, of the first relevant QA pair in the candidate rank
list, then the Reciprocal Rank score is 1

ranki
and MRR is the mean RR across

multiple test questions. The more close the MRR score to 1, the more possible
the correct answer in the result is near to the top.

4.3 Experiments

To evaluate the effectiveness of each single module and the whole framework, we
gradually designed a series of experiments and judged the performance based on
the metrics as described in previous section.

In the target detection module, we use Logistic Regression to train the target-
wordmodel fromamanually labeledquestion set and thendetect the target-wordof
FAQ set. The second step is to learn domain knowledge and categorize each ques-
tion. we run DBSCAN clustering on the FAQ set and then manually label each
cluster with domain terminology guarded by the target-word detected from the
first step. The DBSCAN clustering requires two parameters ε and minPt, which
stands for physical distance and the minimum number of points required to form
a dense region respectively. In our experiment, ε is set between 0.40 and 0.45, and
minPt is set as 100 for bank1 and 30 for bank2. The maximum clustering loop L is
set as 5 for bank1 and 3 for bank2, and the minimum remainsR is both set as 10%.

For the FAQ retrieval step, we execute experiments on five strategies:
(1)BM25. In the traditional BM25 model, we empirically initialize the

model’s parameters in Eq.4: the default parameter values we set are k1=1.2
and b=1 as recommended in [17].

(2)BM25t. In the target-word based BM25 model, we set the K1 and b as
same in (1). We use the target-word score as the term’s weight of BM25 score
in Eq.5 and we set the reword η between 1.2-1.5 in Eq.6.

(3)BM25t+Class. We first learn domain knowledge from the FAQ corpus by
clustering the QA Pair, obtaining the categories and their properties. Then use
these learned two-layer domain knowledge to categorize each QA Pair’s type
in the FAQ corpus and the input question’s type and finally execute the same
retrieval process as (2), which means we map the question to certain document
space then retrieve the best matched document in this small data space.

(4)BM25t+Class+Punish. After executing the same process of strategy (3),
we get a list of candidate QA Pairs, ranking in the positive relevance with the
query. Before returning the tops to the user, we rerank this list by punishing the
negative difference as described in Eq.6. We set the punish −γ as -1.
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(5)Cosine. As a baseline, we represent the query and each question of FAQ
in TF-IDF vector and calculate cosine similarity of vectors as the ranking basis.

4.4 Results and Analysis

The overall results are showing in Table 3. As we can see, our method, the
target-word based BM25 utilizing the domain knowledge and considering the
term punishment, performs best on two datasets. Each method shows a consis-
tent performance on all three evaluation measures. For simplicity, we only take
the Precision@1 here for detailed analysis. The Cosine method performs steadily
but limited: its Precision@1 is about 40% on two datasets. Traditional BM25
performs better than Cosine. After considering the target-word, the BM25t has
averagely improved by 2.5 percent. Interestingly, BM25t with categorization uti-
lizing the domain knowledge is a little bit lower than the BM25t itself. However,
the search time, though not showing here for the limited room, has reduced 50%.
It indicates that domain knowledge can map the query to a much small search
space to improve the efficiency, with a slight risk of filtering some correct answer
simultaneously. Finally, by punishing the negative difference between the query
and candidate QA Pairs, the rank of the correct answer can be further improved.

Our proposed strategy, the BM25t+Class+Punish, performs the best on the
two different bank datasets, which proves the practical and robustness of our
framework.

Table 3. Overall results

Method
Bank1 Bank2

Precision@1 Precision@5 MRR Precision@1 Precision@5 MRR

Cosine 41.3% 64.5% 55.7% 45.4% 68.1% 57.1%

BM25 61.1% 79.4% 68.2% 62.8% 84.3% 70.3%

BM25t 63.6% 81.7% 70.0% 64.2% 87.0% 73.9%

BM25t +Class 63.5% 81.3% 69.8% 64.1% 86.7% 73.6%

BM25t+Class+Punish 66.6% 84.1% 73.9% 65.3% 88.2% 74.6%

5 Related Work

There are several lines of researches that are related to our work, and we present
some of the related literatures as follows:

Frameworks and architecture of domain restricted QA system [13,12,22,3]
have been proposed, mostly based on text, yet rarely concerned with question
answer pairs format data in FAQ [4]. Instead of extracting answers from free
text, the QA systems on FAQ focus on retrieving the most relevant QA Pair in
respect to the user’s question. In FAQ systems, the main categories include NLP-
based [23,26,24], statistical-based [9,10] and template-based methods [18,19,20].
Researches on question similarity calculation include cosine similarity on TF-
IDF vectors, BM25 and etc. [21,1,8]. Our work focuses upon bank service FAQ
answering system and combines NLP and statistic methods.
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There is one closely related work [11], which proposes a cluster-based retrieval
system Fract. Fract clusters the query logs into predefined FAQ categories and
extract weight scores of potentially occurring words from the clusters by using
LSA techniques. During retrieval time, Fract extracts important terms from
query by parsing and expand these terms with the potentially occurring words
to help in ranking relevant FAQs. Differently, we propose a new concept called
Target-word to detect user’s intention and cluster the FAQ corpus, instead of
the query logs, to learn the domain knowledge. Both these information and
knowledge are carefully designed as evidence combined into an adjusted target-
word based BM25 score function to retrieve final answer.

6 Conclusion

In our research, we propose a semi-automatic domain-restricted FAQ answering
framework SDFA, without relying on any external resources. SDFA detects the
targets of questions to assist both the fast domain knowledge learning and the
answer retrieval. The proposed framework has been successfully applied in real
project on bank domain. Extensive experiments on two large datasets demon-
strate the effectiveness and efficiency of the approaches.
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